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THE 4STEP 
SET-UP PROCESS

1 2

3 4 The Air Force Combined Mishap 
Reduction System, or AFCMRS, is 
a safety culture survey tool that 
allows commanders to assess the 
safety of their units by 
anonymously surveying member’s 
attitudes and perceptions. 

Commanders interested in an 
AFCMRS survey should have their 
unit safety representative follow the 
4-step process below after selecting 
'SET-UP UNIT SURVEY' listed on 
the AFCMRS website. For help 
please contact via voice:  DSN 
246-6097; COMM:  505-846-6097 or 
afsec.seh.hqafsecafcmrs@us.af.mil

The Air Force Safety Center has a 
team of professionals to assist and 
provide debriefs to commanders.
AFCRMS Surveys can be accessed at:
https://www.afcmrs.org/

HOW CAN OUR UNIT 
CONDUCT A SURVEY?

Air Force Safety Center

 AFCMRS Surveys & OSAs

THE AIR FORCE COMBINED 
MISHAP REDUCTION SYSTEM 

Survey Tool

https://afcmrs.org/samples

9700 G Ave. SE Kirtland AFB, NM, 87117

Operations 
Maintainence 
Support 
Higher Headquarters 
Driving Safety 
Nuclear Mission Operations
Nuclear Mission-Maintenance
Nuclear Mission-Support   

Current Surveys
Nuclear Mission non-PRP/PRAP
Nuclear Mission Medical
Medical Operations 
Medical Patient Operations Safety
Medical PT Safety 
Special Warfare Culture
SPC/ISR Operations
SPC/ISR Support



AIR FORCE COMBINED MISHAP 
REDUCTION SYSTEM (AFCMRS) 
SURVEYS 

In order to meet the Air Force’s safety 
mission: Safeguard Airmen and 
Guardians, protect resources, and 
preserve combat capability, the Air Force 
Safety Center offers AFCMRS - easily 
accessible, mission-specific surveys that 
assess an organization’s safety climate. 

Commanders who feel the ‘pulse’ of their 
unit oftentimes pre-emptively ward off 
mishaps.  AFCMRS is a proactive safety 
tool that allows commanders to have a 
quick look at their unit members’ safety 
perceptions. AFCMRS anonymously 
assesses how safety climate influences 
operational readiness in the areas of 
processes, climate, resources and 
supervision.

“You can’t understand why an 
accident occurred until you 
discover why the actions taken 
that led up to it made sense.”
                      ~Dr. Sidney Dekker

USER-FRIENDLY SURVEYS

No unit costs
Accessible via commercial internet
Individual and Squadron anonymity
10-15 minutes to complete
Organizational confidentiality
Restricted access to survey results
Results only accessible to commander 

After a commander requests a survey, it 
can be set-up and ready to disseminate 
to the unit in 15 minutes with a link 
accessible from a smartphone, tablet, or 
any medium with access to the internet. 

"Our squadron's operational demands 
permit members to obtain sufficient rest 
to perform their operational duties."

“Morale in my squadron is high.”

These are samples of questions on the 
AFCMRS Survey. AFCMRS contains 16 
different surveys for operations, maintenance, 
support, and other unique areas such as 
Medical Patient Safety and Driving Safety. With 
more than 760K surveys completed, 82% of 
commanders reported this assessment helped 
focus resources and efforts within their 
organization. A survey debrief can be 
completed the same day, within two hours of 
the survey closing.  

Organizational Safety Assessment

For a deeper dive, commanders can request an 
Organizational Safety Assessment (OSA). 
During an OSA, the Air Force Safety Center 
sends a team of subject matter experts to 
conduct a comprehensive on-site assessment 
of the unit's safety culture. OSAs last 
approximately 10-14 days to evaluate safety in 
operations, maintenance, and support domains, 
as well as on commander specific focus areas. 
Please reach out to the Air Force Safety Center 
to request additional information.


